
Exercise #3
Gracious Notes in Architectural Thinking

Proportion, ratios and embodiment of the architectural drawing will be the focus of this drawing.
RECTO:  Beginning with the detail drawing of an architectural threshold, such as stairs, you will construct with a sharp 2H graphite pencil, 

the diagram of the proportions between part and whole of the architectural element chosen in relationship to the human body, or any 
other reference significant to your project. Simultaneously you will be constructing the actual drawing of the stairs with an 8B graphite 

pencil. The intention is to overlay both sets of lines, the ones that are related to the proportional diagram and the ones that belong to the 
representation of the architectural element. In addition, the drawing needs to enter at least once the digital realm of the computer.   The 

detail drawing will be as large as the sheet of paper,  addressing floor, wall and ceiling. The drawing will be highly detailed as you think of 
the construction of the parts.

VERSO: Once you have finished this drawing, on the other side of the paper, you will reproduce at a smaller size, the drawn detail (you can 
scan it, print it or transfer it).  Using proportional diagrams again, you will complete the rest to the building section departing from the 

detail itself.

SOUND 1 - Familiar
Before doing the drawing, record a familiar sound particular to your project. This one will become part of the stair /threshold design.

SOUND 2 - Unfamiliar
Before doing the drawing, record an unfamiliar sound. This one will be manifested as you arrive to the end of the stairs, imagining that a 

particular situation related to that sound occurs architecturally at that point.

Inhabitation of the Drawing
You will photograph yourself going up or down the stairs, or crossing the threshold, and you will print the images of yourself in various 

transparent materials that you will collage in both of your drawings (at different scales).  The whole sequence of movement has to be 
present in the drawing.

(See Etienne-Jules Marey for reference)

                                        

                                     

EX. #3







mili sifón

Contained between strong walls I can see not only a path going down, but also two other ways moving into the opposite direction.  When one is almost there, the 
sound becomes louder. The totems whistle, golden pipes inside them reproduce the music of the winds and of the river tides. It almost seems as if they had throats 

that allow singing serenates to the river.







At the top of the stair, you receive the collection of vibrations from the music warming up. The symphony draws everyone to their seats. And as people arrive, the 
footsteps vanish. The lights dim, and voices silence. The massive room sounds hollow now. Just as a snake sees through taste, somehow your ears can sense the 
depth of the room to the stage. The velvet curtains rise, and once again, the sound of footsteps are revived, but this time they are the pitterpattering of the performers. 

Set. The main actor inhales deeply. You hold your breath in anticipation. 
Cue the sounds. 

Cue the story.

ann marcum







                My thesis project is a shaded passage for camel caravans and tourists who swept away through the desert: - the local ‘Afar’ people to dig the salt from the 
ground and carry it to the highland, and the tourist, to visit the hottest and lowest altitude on earth. The plan is divided into three parts, namely: -a space for the local 

people, a space for the guests and a common treatment area; and a shaded passage in-between having series of thresholds. 
My intention is to mark the ancient past history and civilization of Ethiopia and to depict the continuity of architectural elements starting from the year 2000BC when 
The High priest and elect of God ‘Melchizedik’ passed the ‘ball of pearl’ to his son Ethel, which serve as a sign for the star which rises at the time of the birth of Christ; 

and the ‘ball of pearl’ to guide me through the thresholds of my design.  

biniam habte







rosario valderrama

The columns are inspired by the proportions of the leaves of the red Maple that exists in the Waterfront Park. The proportion system underlying in all the building 
parts is inspired by the leaf growth. The structure of every column is like the leaves, they begin to grow from a central point and then they expand towards the sides. 

Then, the height of the bridge, the height of the columns and the height of the entire building are interrelated based on these proportions. 
The familiar sound I used to think of this drawing is the sound of the movement of the leaves of the trees. The unfamiliar sound is the sound of the waves of the river 

when they hit with the building structure. This sound reveals the presence of the river and the particularities of the building materials. 







layan barakat

As he approaches these concrete columns, he notices two openings. One is circular shaped, about the size of the human head several feet above. The second one 
was lower, extending all the way down to the ground; an entrance. He walks inside this inhabitable column only to find a steel interior, with yet another column within 
it. The steel from the inside of the column begins to tell the story of how the column was constructed. Steel formwork was set into which the concrete was poured. The 

concrete exterior caught the texture where the steel formwork met.

He then notices yet another hole no more than two inches in diameter at slightly below average eye level. He crouches down and brings his eye closer towards it. He 
moves his nose to the side to get as close to the peep-hole as possible, almost hugging the smaller steel column inside. He looks through the hole and to his surprise 
he sees dancing white ghosts against a dark backdrop. They seem to be moving so strangely; crouching almost the way he was from above. He gasps, as he suddenly 
begins to recall the little red periscope his mother had bought him as a young child which he used to spy on his brothers; a memory that he didn’t know he had. He 

continues to hear the echoes of the gasping sound he made within the column due to the sound reverberations, which reflected the noise towards him.

Curiouser and curiousier. He wants to know what it is that’s happening inside the building. He leaves the column and sees a wall peeking out of the ground to his 
left. He finds himself following this elongated entrance that pulls him underground between two rough-textured concrete walls. Between the walls, he encounters a 
wooden revolving door, the bottom corners that connect to the ground are cut out in the shape of a quarter circle. Another quarter circle shape is carved out where 
the wall meets the ground. Together, these quarter circles create the image of a semi-circle. He pushes the door and the semi circle disappears. Water that collected 
at the ramp was redirected within these channels on either side of the pathway that leads him into the building. He looks behind him to notice that this circular reveal 

is constantly lit whether the door is open or not.







sahar mohammad

Children and adults can sit below the stairs to read or rest. The footsteps act in full participation with the act of reading. Each footstep sound is like each word in a 
sentence.







reuben soularie

Travelling through this threshold, one might encounter a loud echoing as the overhead train passes by; creating a breeze that slips through the ceiling and envelops 
this space. It almost resonates throughout the rest of the tunnel. It is a very noisy place that forces a faster pace towards either of the two train stations.

Two materials begin to merge as the change in space becomes prevalent. Eye level has shifted down a foot or so, and the congested archway tunnel opens up into 
a more modern pedestrian throughway. Slivers of the brick continue on where the space has changed and race down the corridor and towards the metro station to 

create a similarity in materials. These slivers appear as though they move so quickly, a train could have passed by and not a soul would have noticed it.
Passing through these little pockets emulates the effect of moving in between cars on a train. The existing train station has these same transitions between buildings. 

From afar, the Amtrak train station begins to look like a train carrying precious historic artifacts. A threshold takes form between the two stations.







travis van’t hul

Recto
I feel confused. I am here. My hand moves from the continuous surface to a slightly inset surface. Yet this surface is smooth. Thin. Moving. Unintentionally as my hand 
passes from brick to this, I push. I push and it pushes another. It spins at the tip of my finger, and I can feel the air starting to push back through the opening I have 

created. I have felt this before. Certainly this is a window. I am sure of it.

Verso
I feel nothing. Where am I? Wisps of smoke attempt to dance freely within their columned confinement. I too dance freely. Certainly this column is glass. I am assured. 

Upon reaching the center, I stop because I am mindful that something changed.


